NEW DISCOVERY – THE FACE OF A PHARAOH FOUND ON A STONE ON MARS

Image 1 – On Day 2004 of its epochal mission to Mars, Spirit passes by a rock jutting out on the upper right of this image.

Image 2 – The rock is identified by MARS as the Rosetta Stone of Mars, linking Egypt and Mars during the days of the pharaohs.

Image 3 – The face of the pharaoh identified by MARS on the pyramidal edge of the stone is found to be wearing a royal Egyptian hat.

Image 4 – The hat is adorned with the cobra-ready-to-strike motif, symbolizing the God “Wadjet,” protector of Ancient Egypt.
In this color-enhanced version, the royal Egyptian hat, adorned with the cobra God “Wadjet,” can be seen, as well as the fact that the pharaoh is positioned before a pyramid in a sphinx-like way.